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ON ACADAMIC FREEDOM



“Academic freedom and integrity, institutional 
autonomy, participation of students and staff in 

higher education governance, and public 
responsibility for and of higher education form the 

backbone of the EHEA. Having seen these 
fundamental values challenged in recent years in 

some of our countries, we strongly commit to 
promoting and protecting them in the entire EHEA 

through intensified political dialogue and 
cooperation.”

EHEA Ministers, Paris Communiqué, 25 May 2018



1966/1976: ICESCR Article 15.3.
“The States Parties to the above Covenant undertake to respect the 
freedom indispensable for scientific research and creative activity.”

1997: UNESCO Declaration on Status of Higher Education Teaching 
Personnel
Academic freedom is the “right, without constriction by prescribed 
doctrine, to freedom of teaching and discussion, freedom in carrying 
out research and disseminating and publishing the results thereof, 
freedom to express freely their opinion about the institution or system 
in which they work, freedom from institutional censorship and 
freedom to participate in professional or representative academic
bodies.”

2000: EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, Article 13
The arts and scientific research shall be free of constraint. Academic 
freedom shall be respected. (UK, PL opt out right)



Defintion by German Constitutional 
Court (2004)

Science is a basically area free of heteronomy
(Fremdbestimmung – interference from other spheres of
society) in autonomous responisibility. The underlying basic
principle of this right of freedom is, that science serves society
best if independent of societal utility and political expedience
considerations. The core of scientific activity are symbolised in 
inherent scientific procedures, behaviour and decisions in the
quest for knowledge, the interpretration thereof, and the
dissamination of that knowledge. To secure this, Art. 5 of the
German Constitution not only guarantees the freedom of
science of state command and prohibition, but also obliges
the state to protect these rights and to guarantee those
working in science access to suitable public ressources and to 
independence in the organisation of the science system.



France
Academic freedom of university professors is a 
fundamental principle recognized by the laws of the 
Republic, as defined by the Constitutional Council; 
furthermore, statute law declares about higher education
that "teachers-researchers (university professors and 
assistant professors), researchers and teachers are fully 
independent and enjoy full freedom of speech in the 
course of their research and teaching activities, provided 
they respect, following university traditions and the 
dispositions of this code, principles of tolerance and 
objectivity". The nomination and promotion of professors 
is largely done through a process of peer review rather 
than through normal administrative procedures. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitutional_Council_of_France
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Higher_education
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_of_speech
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Research
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teaching
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer_review


Poland

• Higher Education Law 2005: Article 4: 1. 
Institutions of higher education shall be 
autonomous in all areas of their operation, 
subject to provisions herein. 2. In their 
operations, institutions of higher education 
shall be guided by principles of freedom of 
teaching, freedom of scientific research and 
freedom of artistic creation.



Czech Republic
• Act on Higher Education Institutions No. 121/2004 : 

Article 4 The following academic liberties and rights are 
guaranteed at higher education institutions: a) 
Freedom of science, research and artistic activities as 
well as making the results public; b) Freedom of 
instruction, namely its openness to variety of scholastic 
theories, scientific and research methods and artistic 
trends; c) The right of learning that includes free choice 
of study specialisation within the framework of study 
programmes as well as freedom of expressing one’s 
opinion during lecturing; d) The right of academic 
community members to elect their representative 
academic bodies



The Netherlands
• In the Netherlands the academic freedom is limited. In 

November 1985 the Dutch Ministry of Education published 
a policy paper titled Higher Education: Autonomy and 
Quality. This paper had a proposal that steered away from 
traditional education and informed that the future of 
higher education sector should not be regulated by the 
central government. In 1992 the Law of Higher Education 
and Research (Wet op het hoger onderwijs en
wetenschappelijk onderzoek, article 1.6) was published and 
became effective in 1993. However, this law governs only 
certain institutions. Furthermore, the above provision is 
part of an ordinary statute and lacks constitutional status, 
so it can be changed anytime by a simple majority in 
Parliament. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Education,_Culture_and_Science_(Netherlands)


Vibrant academic discussion on how to define 
academic freedom.

Usually a mix of:
constitutional/ legal guarantees,

institutional autonomy,
and individual freedoms.

Academic freedom often ‘legalised’ or ‘juridified’.



Academic freedom is a political idea.
It is about power and privilege.

Any definition will be contested.
Definitions so far are difficult in terms of 

measuring



In the context of Paris Communiqué, definition 
must be in line with legal obligations 

(international/regional/national), but must also 
be informed by political context and experience.

Clear standards/indicators are key.

Katrin Kinzelbach GPPI:



gppi.net 12

• How can we measure academic freedom?

• How to measure?



Terrance Karren, et al (2017) „measuring academic freedom in Europe“

- Level of protection for teaching and research
- Level of legal provision for institutional autonomy
- Level of internal operations of autonomy
- Level of state regulation of autonomy
- Level of private sector constraints on autonomy
- Level of legal provision for self-governance
- Level of operational self-governance
- Level of staff powers of appointment and dismissal
- Level of protection for academic tenure and promotion
- Level of constitutional protection for academic

freedom
- Ratification level of constitutional protection





Way ahead: 

• Develop tangible, clear, objective indicators
for measurement and reporting!

• Making academic freedom a componant of
academic standards and reputation? How?

• Making academic freedom a componant of
the ESGs and for EQAR-listed QAAs?

• Establish an ombudsman/woman for
anonymous reporting of violations?


